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PS 120: Video Poker and Strategies for Slots Live | 
Colorado Slots in 2020 

Opening 

Hello! Today’s episode #120 of the Professor Slots podcast discusses using my slots 
strategies on video poker machines. Plus, in this episode, I’ll be covering the current 
state of slot machine casino gambling in the great U.S. state of Colorado. 

Thank you for joining me for the Professor Slots podcast show. I’m Jon Friedl and this is 
the podcast about slot machine casino gambling. It is where I provide knowledge, 
insights, and tools for helping you improve your slot machine gambling performance.  

On Last Week’s Episode… 

In case you missed it, on my last episode I went over understanding advantage play slots 
from my weekly live stream Q&A session on YouTube. 

Further, I reviewed California slot machine casino gambling in 2020.  

I hope you enjoyed listening to my last episode as much as I enjoyed making it for you. 

Call to Action (add sound effect afterward) 

Remember to visit professorslots.com/subscribe to get my Free Report Revealing … The 
top 7 online resources for improving your gambling performance, including the one I’ve 
used as a top-tier slot machine casino gambler. 

YouTube Q&A Session from Saturday, December 5, 2020 

Here’s the audio recording of my latest live stream Q&A session. 

OPENING 

Hello, slots enthusiasts! How are you? My name is Jon Friedl. Welcome to Professor 
Slots, a channel devoted to mastering casino slots so you can win your way to success! 

Today we’re going to be diving into Can you win at video poker using my winning slots 
strategies? 
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It’s great to see you all here again for another Professor Slots podcast episode and live 
stream. If you’re with us live, be sure to say hello and ask your slots-related questions! 
I’ll get to those a little later in the show. 

BODY 

INTRODUCTION 

Audience member Paul as well as Jerry in a recent 1-on-1 consultation asked an excellent 
question about another use in the casino for my winning slots strategies. They wanted to 
know: Can they help us win on video poker machines? 

I’m not a video poker expert, although I have put a reasonable amount of time into 
understanding them, but I know some of you are VP experts. And some of you don’t 
know that VP stands for video poker. Whichever the case may be, how might you apply 
my successful slots strategies to win at video poker electronic gaming machines? Let find 
out! 

TRADITIONAL VIDEO POKER STRATEGIES 

This video is not about traditional video poker winning strategies. Those strategies are 
long-standing and well-known: play each of the many types of video poker games 
perfectly by practicing with software and then looking through your casino’s VP 
machines for the best pay table. 

As I’d previously discussed, every little bit of winning edge helps. If you can find several 
edges, that’s even better as they add up. Choosing the right machine, selecting the best 
available casino, and aligning your play to your gambling goals will each, individually, 
increase your overall odds of winning to something quite substantial. 

With this perspective in mind regarding video poker machines, I’ll assume perfect play 
and the best possible paytable. Each video poker hand not played in the way math says 
it should be results in simply throwing away whole return percentage points. You’ll need 
to avoid doing that! 

Not playing the best paytable available results in a similar lowering of the odds of 
winning. Sometimes this is acceptable, however. For instance, maybe your casino 
doesn’t offer video poker machines with 9-6 odds. Or, maybe those wonderful, hard-to-
find 9-6 odds are only available on $25 denomination machines but you’re not a high 
roller. 

In any case, I assume: 

1. You’ve scrapped together every bit of winning odds you can find.  
2. You’ve learned to play your video poker game of choice perfectly. 
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3. The video poker machine with the best paytable has been located, where “best” 
means: 

o The paytable has the best odds of winning 
o The machine denomination and credits match your bankroll 

To learn more about different games, perfect play, and pay tables for video poker, 
several good resources are available to you. For example, these topics are well-covered 
by Bob Dancer, author of Million Dollar Video Poker. 

He doesn’t have his own YouTube channel, but his co-host on the long-running 
Gambling with an Edge podcast, Richard Munchkin, does. I’ll place a link to his channel 
is in the show notes and video description. 

Another excellent resource is Robin Aubin from NE Time Gambling, who has been 
studying video poker for 20 years. A link to Robin’s website is also in the show notes. 

CAN IDENTICAL VP MACHINES HAVE DIFFERENT ODDS? 

From the perspective of a long-term slots gambler, video poker can best be understood 
as simply being skill-based slot machines. I can only imagine this is hard for long-term 
video poker players to accept, although they are starting to come around, like slots 
players, to the changes that have occurred since most casinos now have central 
computer servers with their sophisticated algorithm remotely controlling gaming 
machine odds. 

The best video poker players know that card games are not the same as video games. For 
instance, there is no card counting in video games because past hands are irrelevant. The 
computer isn’t playing from a few decks of cards, but rather an infinite deck of cards. 
Also, there is no bluffing when playing a computer.  

But it goes deeper than that. Someone who switches from poker as a table game to a 
video poker machine has a hard transition to make. How best to describe this difficulty? 
Well, consider the game of golf.  

Do you like golf? Have you played a lot of it? Okay, let’s say you do and have. Maybe 
you even love driving around on freshly cut grass in your cart shooting a game of golf 
with friends on a fine summer’s day. Now, let’s get you to instead play a video golf game. 
The advice I heard a video gaming expert give a golfer playing video golf was this: “Try 
to imagine that you’re not even playing golf anymore.” 

In the same way, poker is not video poker. Translating poker to a video machine created 
something new. It’s not entirely different, as the rules are much the same. But it’s not 
playing with physical cards anymore and that’s where the difference lies. It’s not 
physical cards, but virtual cards in an electronic simulation. 
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Maybe you’ve never played skill-based slot machines. When playing them, an incorrect 
move reduces your odds of winning. For instance, if you’re playing a Space Invaders slot 
machine, what happens when you fire your virtual weapon and miss? Well, your overall 
gambling performance, your winnings, will be less.  

It’s the same way with video poker. Yes, traditional, play the video poker game perfectly. 
Also, of course, improve your overall odds of winning by playing machines with the best 
pay table. But don’t stop there!  

Some of the best card-based poker advice I’d ever heard was originally from Jimmy the 
Greek. He said, “Don’t play the game. Play the other player.” 

My advice for video poker players? Well, it’s the same advice I have for playing slots. It’s 
this: “Don’t play the computer. Play the casino.” Next, I’ll explain what I mean by playing 
the casino. 

INTERLUDE 

But first, let’s check in with the Live Chat to briefly say hello…. 

That was excellent!  

BODY 

MY WINNING SLOTS STRATEGIES, IN BRIEF 

Briefly, my winning slots strategies are about recognizing patterns. For instance, casino 
operators may directly install a winning slot machine at a specific location in the casino. 
Or winning slot machines may be indirectly determined through their choice of casino 
operating system.  

Directly means a casino deliberately increases the odds of winning on a slot machine 
placed at a specific location in the casino such as a high traffic area. If the high traffic 
area moves, so does the specific slot machine set to win. Whether or not the casino has 
chosen to do so is our task to uncover, if we can. I’ll talk more about this approach, 
practically its own winning strategy, in another video sometime soon. So many videos to 
produce! So little time!  

As you may already know if you’ve been watching my videos, modern casinos are now 
using a central computer to remotely set and adjust the odds of winning on their gaming 
machines. There are several strategic approaches a casino might use to do this, each with 
a tactical counter-approach which I call my winning slots strategies. 
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Not every winning slot machine strategy works at every casino. Remembering this is 
important. My videos on winning slots strategies have been as much about how a slots 
strategy works as it is about identifying whether a specific casino is susceptible to it. 

Put another way, if a casino hasn’t installed a winning slot machine in full view of a 
major walkway in their casino, to entice others to play slots after seeing someone else 
win, then it’s not there no matter how hard we look. 

In the next section, I’ll apply my winning slot machine strategies to playing video poker 
and discuss if we get an advantage play from it. Some will work. Some may not work. 
Let’s examine them. 

EVALUATING SLOTS STRATEGIES FOR PLAYING VIDEO POKER 

The world’s oldest winning slots strategy is about casinos deliberately improving the 
odds of winning on a slot machine in full view of other casino patrons. Basically, the 
idea here is to entice passersby to also play slots when they might not otherwise. Casinos 
give out hand pays, yes, but some of that cost is won back by letting that jackpot be seen 
by passersby. 

So, you tell me. Are video slot machines ever visible from high traffic areas? Consider 
how many video poker machines a casino might have. Typically, not a lot, right? They’re 
usually off in an area by themselves, not spread all over the casino.  

Having successfully employed this strategy to slot machines, I’d say it might apply to a 
very few of the VP machines in a video poker area. Look for a machine visible from the 
entryway, on the end of an aisle, or by passersby. Are there any situated like that? Test 
those, but carefully. 

My winning slots strategy #1 is when casinos set up their machines to win immediately, 
but then don’t offer any more wins if continuing to play. This slots strategy is just as 
cheap and easy to check on video pokers machines as it is on slots. When I’ve found a 
casino sets up their machines this way, ALL their machines are set up this way. That 
means you can test it first on cheaper machines to confirm it exists before optimizing 
your profit by playing your usually bet size with which you’re comfortable. 

So, go find twenty penny slot machines and bet 1-cent five times in a row. One by one, 
try the next machine that’s also been sitting idle for a while. Did it happen again? Did 
you win? How often? More than half the time or less than half? The best result is if it 
happens on every machine. If this keeps happening for all kinds of slot machines, then 
you can expect it to happen with that casino’s video poker machines. 

My winning strategy #2 is for video poker machines with progressive jackpots. Apply it 
to VP machines the same way you would for progressive slots. Be aware that not every 
casino has progressive video poker machines but, the good news is, those casinos that do 
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typically have only a few. There are certainly far fewer than non-VP progressive slot 
machines. As you may know, the progressive machine strategy takes many casino visits 
and study spread over time, so having fewer machines to check often makes all that time 
and effort easier. 

My winning slots strategy #3 is all about earning complimentary gifts. This is a well-
known strategy for video poker. As mentioned by video poker experts, comps are often 
the only way to come out ahead in video poker. However, be aware that VP machines 
often earn perhaps half the points for every dollar spent than slot machines. But you can 
play a lot longer on VP, basically cycling your bankroll, than most slot machines so it all 
kind of balances out. 

With a long-term 99% return on some video poker games, a few complimentary gifts can 
result in a personal profit for players. Sometimes, it’s the only way they can win more 
than they put into the machine. Because of this, that’s why casinos usually reduce the 
player club points earned for playing video poker relative to playing slots. 

My winning slots strategies #4 and #5 are all about casinos adjusting the odds of 
winning during and after special events such as car giveaways, Derby Day, and holidays.  

Could casinos do this video poker machines? Yes, as modern casinos have central 
computers which adjust the odds of winning on their machines on a daily or multi-daily 
basis. Does your casino do it? Well, do you play at a riverboat casino or anywhere in the 
state of Washington? If not, and it has more than around 50 machines to make it 
worthwhile to have, that casino has installed a central computer server. 

My winning strategy #6 is about optimizing profit after finding a winning strategy that 
works. As mentioned, some of these strategies applied to machines require a very low 
bankroll to test. Then, if such a test is positive, optimize it by trying it on higher 
denomination machines. Testing is an important step, as it reduces your financial risk. 

My winning strategy #7 is, apparently, rare to find. However, it is the strategy I used to 
get to Seven Stars top-tier status in six weeks over about a dozen 3-hour sessions. It 
didn’t help me win a car – that was supported by strategy #1 – but I was nevertheless 
quite pleased with it. 

Might you find that this winning strategy works for video poker? Well, it’s very casino 
dependent. I found it at the brand-new Horseshoe Cincinnati in the same year that the 
nearby Belterra Park finished their extensive renovations.  

As I mentioned, this one is rare. But, incredibly valuable if your casino has it. Do I 
suspect any casinos having this winning strategy in place? Yes, I do. Without having 
tried it myself, and just looking at the business tension as it were, I suspect MGM 
Springfield employing when it first opened last year. Do you have any new casinos near 
you? 
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Why is MGM Springfield doing this? Because they are trying to build a reputation in 
southern New England where every resident has a casino within a 2-hour drive. Frankly, 
to penetrate that market they need to do something special. And this is indeed special. 
It’s an known approach that worked very well for Horseshoe Cincinnati as, not long 
after, they were purchased by Jack Casino… and most recently Hard Rock. 

But this final winning strategy comes with a strong warning. If your new casino has set 
itself to do this, to forevermore have billboards honestly saying they have the best slots 
and most jackpots, then take this warning to heart: Enjoy your wins in the first year, as 
they’ll come easy. Enjoy your wins in the second year of the casino being open as those, 
too, will still be easy. Not as easy, but still easy compared to everywhere else. 

What you should watch out for, however, is the third year of it being open. These new 
casinos have a budget for construction as well as establishing itself to the community. In 
the third year, casinos doing this drop their payout returns to the going-forward norm. 
Put another way, they’ll be wanting all that lost money back from you. See an ABC 
Evening News investigative report out of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania about their local 
Penn National casino operated by Hollywood. You can watch this new segment by using 
this convenient link: ProfessorSlots.com/abc27/. And, yes, they interviewed me in it. 

As pointed out in this news report, if you can’t adjust your gaming and think the wins 
will just keep on coming like they did, you’re in for a world of hurt. Just remember to 
trim back your gaming machine betting at new casinos after the first year or possibly 
two. You can thank me later. 

CLOSING 

Let’s switch over to the Live Chat again and see what questions they might have…. 

Watch more of my videos to improve your slots gambling performance. 

 

Call to Action (add sound effect afterward) 

Remember to visit professorslots.com/subscribe to get my Free Report Revealing … The 
top 7 online resources for improving your gambling performance, including the one I’ve 
used as a top-tier slot machine casino gambler. 

Introduction 

This is the next segment of the show on slot machine casino gambling. Here, I provide a 
brief overview of the current state of gambling in a U.S. state, territory, or the federal 
district emphasizing, by far, anything of interest to slot machine casino gamblers.  
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Up next is Colorado slot machine casino gambling in 2020. Here goes! 

Colorado slot machine casino gambling consists of 31 casinos in the three historic 
mountain tows of Black Hawk, Central City, and Cripple Creek including two American 
Indian tribal casinos within the state. 

Relevant Legal Statutes on Gambling in Colorado 

The minimum legal gambling age in Colorado depends upon the gambling activity: 

• Land-Based Casinos: 21 
• Poker Rooms: 21 
• Bingo: 18 
• Lottery: 18 
• Pari-Mutuel Wagering: 18 

Legalized gambling arrived in 1991 for Black Hawk, Central City, and Cripple Creek. In 
2008, Colorado voters approved raising the maximum bet in these towns from $5 to 
$100.  

In November 2020, Colorado voters gave voters in these three towns the right to vote to 
add new games and raises the maximum bet limit for their municipality, potentially 
providing a boost to their economies. 

The two National Historic Districts are Black Hawk/Central City and Cripple Creek. 
When legalized in 1991, the hope was that gaming in these towns would revive and 
protect them. 

Slot Machine Private Ownership in Colorado 

Next up is a usually short statement about slot machine private ownership, which I have 
included in case you live in this U.S. state and are considering owning a slot machine. 
Here it is: It is legal in the state of Colorado to own a slot machine privately if 
manufactured before 1984. 

Gaming Control Board in Colorado 

The Colorado Division of Gaming regulates gambling in the three historic mountain 
towns. This gaming control board is within Colorado’s Department of Revenue’s 
Enforcement Division. 
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Regulation of gaming at Colorado’s two tribal casinos is through their negotiated tribal-
state compacts allowing Class III Vegas-style electronic gaming machines and table 
games. 

These gaming compacts created Colorado’s two tribal gaming control commissions, 
which operate with support from the state gaming control board: 

• Southern Ute Indian Tribe Division of Gaming 
• Ute Mountain Gaming Commission 

Casinos in Colorado 

In this section, I’ll discuss Colorado gambling establishments.  

Colorado has 29 commercial casinos and two American Indian tribal casinos with slot 
machines. The largest casino in Colorado is Ameristar Casino Resort Spa Black Hawk 
with 1,513 gaming machines. The second-largest casino is Monarch Casino Resort Spa 
Black Hawk with 1,200 gaming machines. 

Non-Tribal Casinos in Colorado 

There are 29 commercial casinos within the historic mountain towns of Black Hawk, 
Central City, and Cripple Creek including: 

Black Hawk, 50 miles west of Denver, with 5,353 gaming machines: 

1. Ameristar Black Hawk (https://blackhawk.ameristar.com) 
2. Bill Durham Casino (http://www.bulldurhamcasino.com) 
3. The Gilpin Hotel Casino (https://thegilpincasino.com) 
4. Golden Gates Casino (https://www.goldenmardigras.com) 
5. Golden Gulch Casino (https://www.goldenmardigras.com) 
6. Isle Casino Hotel Black Hawk (https://www.isleblackhawk.com) 
7. Lady Luck Casino Black Hawk (https://www.ladyluckblackhawk.com) 
8. The Lodge Casino (https://thelodgecasino.com) 
9. Marti Gras Casino (https://www.goldenmardigras.com) 
10. Monarch Casino Resort Spa Black Hawk (https://monarchblackhawk.com) 
11. Red Dolly Casino (https://www.thereddollycasino.com) 
12. Saratoga Casino Hotel (https://saratogacasino.com) 
13. Sasquatch Casino (https://sasquatchcasino.com) 
14. The Wild Card Saloon (https://wildcardsaloon.com) 
15. Z Casino Black Hawk (https://www.zcasinobh.com) 

Central City, 4 miles west of Black Hawk, with 1,479 gaming machines: 
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1. Century Casino Central City (https://www.cnty.com/central-city) 
2. Dostal Ally Casino Restaurant Micro Brewery (http://dostalalley.com) 
3. The Famous Bonanza Casino (https://www.famousbonanza.com) 
4. Grand Z Casino Hotel Central City (http://www.grandzcasinohotel.com) 
5. Johnny Z’s Casino Central City (https://www.johnnyzscasino.com) 

Cripple Creek, 112 miles south of Denver, with 2,736 gaming machines: 

1. The Brass Ass Casino (https://www.triplecrowncasinos.com/the-brass-ass/) 
2. Bronco Billy’s Casino (https://broncobillyscasino.com) 
3. Century Casino & Hotel Cripple Creek (https://www.cnty.com/cripple-creek) 
4. Colorado Grande Casino & Hotel (https://coloradogrande.com) 
5. Double Eagle Hotel & Casino (https://www.decasino.com) 
6. Johnny Nolon’s Casino (http://www.johnnynolonscasino.com) 
7. McGills Hotel & Casino (https://www.triplecrowncasinos.com) 
8. Midnight Rose Hotel & Casino (https://www.triplecrowncasinos.com) 
9. Wildwood Casino Cripple Creek (https://wildwoodcasino.net) 

Central City is relatively more historic than the other two mountain towns. Black Hawk 
is much more of a typical casino town, nearly reminiscent of Las Vegas. Cripple Creek 
feels like a bit of both. 

Black Hawk and Central City are only 4 miles apart. Consequently, there is a heated 
competition between these two towns for revenue since gambling legalized in 1991. 

As usual when there are too many casinos to mention here, a complete list with a casino 
map are on my webpage for this state at professorslots.com/CO. 

American Indian Casinos in Colorado 

Colorado has two tribal casinos: 

1. Sky Ute Casino Resort	in Ignacio, 330 miles southwest of Denver near the 
Arizona border, operated by the Southern Ute Indian Tribe. 

2. Ute Mountain Casino Hotel	in Towaoc, 400 miles southwest of Denver near the 
southwest corner of Colorado and 112 miles west of Ignacio, operated by the Ute 
Mountain Tribe. 

Other Gambling Establishments 

As an alternative to enjoying Colorado slot machine casino gambling, consider exploring 
casino options in a nearby state. Bordering Colorado is: 

• North: Wyoming  
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• Northwest: Nebraska  
• East: Kansas  
• South: New Mexico  
• Southeast: Oklahoma  
• West: Utah  
• Southwest: Arizona at Four Corners 

To visit any of my articles on these U.S. states, simply visit ProfessorSlots.com followed 
by its two-letter postal designation. For example, my Wyoming slots article is available 
at ProfessorSlots.com/WY. 

Our Colorado Slots Community Facebook Group 

Are you interested in sharing and learning with other slots enthusiasts in Colorado? If so, 
join our Colorado slots community on Facebook at professorslots.com/FBCO. All you'll 
need is a Facebook profile to join this private Facebook Group freely. 

There, you'll be able to privately share your slots experiences as well as chat with players 
about slots gambling in or near Colorado. Again, use this convenient link I’ve created to 
go directly to our Group on Facebook: professorslots.com/FBCO. Join us! 

Payout Returns in Colorado 

No theoretical payout limits exist for Colorado’s commercial or tribal casinos. 

The Division of Gaming offers return statistics by slot machine denomination). These 
hold percentages come state-wide and are for each of the three historic mountain towns, 
but not by individual casino within those towns. Player win% is 100% minus the hold% 
provided. 

From the recent month of October 2020, player return percentages for all denominations 
were: 

• State-wide: 92.64% 
• Black Hawk: 92.20% 
• Central City: 94.18% (highest town return) 
• Cripple Creek: 93.31% 

These monthly reports also provide return statistics by slot machine denomination. For 
October 2020, they are: 

October 2020 Return Statistics by Slot Machine Denomination [Colorado Slot Machine 
Casino Gambling in 2020] 
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Denom. Statewide Black Hawk Central City Cripple Creek 
Penny 90.66% 89.84% 93.01% 91.61% 
Nickel 92.84% 92.67% 95.31% 91.21% 
Dime 93.68% 93.68% None None 

Quarter 92.32% 91.09% 94.00% 94.17% 
50-Cent 92.31% 92.67% None 91.93% 
1-Dollar 93.94% 93.48% 96.14% 94.49% 
2-Dollar 96.34% 96.35% None None 
5-Dollar 92.74% 92.52% 90.76% 93.81% 

High Denom. 95.51% 95.10% None 99.42% 
Multi Denom. 94.23% 93.91% 95.69% 94.69% 

All 92.64% 92.20 94.18% 93.31% 

For this month, $2 denomination slot machines in Black Hawk had the highest return at 
96.35%. However, the state report shows there are only thirty $2 slot machines in Black 
Hawk, but careful evaluation of $2 returns in other months may indicate this high return 
was due to an outlier from a single large jackpot win. 

The second-highest return is from the $1 denomination slot machines in Central City. As 
the state return shows 143 such machines there, it is less likely to be an outlier and more 
likely for a majority of the $1 slot machines in Central City. 

Colorado’s two tribal casinos do not have publicly available return statistics. 

Summary of Colorado Slots in 2020 

In summary, Colorado slot machine casino gambling consists of 29 commercial casinos 
in the historic mountain towns of Black Hawk, Central City, and Cripple Creek. Two 
tribal casinos are on reservations near the Arizona border and in the southwest corner of 
Colorado. 

Annual Progress in Colorado Slot Machine Casino 
Gambling 

In November 2020, voters approved Amendment 77 of the Colorado Constitution with 
60% of residents in favor. The amendment gives local control to residents of Central 
City, Black Hawk, and Cripple Creek to vote to add new casino games and raise the 
maximum bet limit, capped at $100 since 2008. 

Otherwise, Ameristar Blackhawk added about 260 slot machines while Monarch Black 
Hawk climbed to second-largest casino in Colorado, moving past Isle of Capri. 
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Call to Action (add sound effect afterward) 

Remember to visit professorslots.com/subscribe to get my Free Report Revealing … The 
top 7 online resources for improving your gambling performance, including the one I’ve 
used as a top-tier slot machine casino gambler. 

On the Next Episode of Professor Slots 

Part I of the next episode of the Professor Slots podcast will include a live stream Q&A 
session on YouTube. Next week’s live stream will be about tribal gaming. 

Remember, my weekly Q&A session on YouTube is on Saturdays from Noon until 1 p.m. 
Eastern Time. Bring whatever slots questions you have, and I’ll do my best to answer 
them. 

An easy-to-remember link to my YouTube channel is YouTube.com/ProfessorSlots. Feel 
free to stop by anytime during my hour-long live Q&A session. 

Part II of the next episode of the Professor Slots podcast is another brief overview of the 
current state of gambling in a U.S. state, territory, or the federal district. Next time, I’ll be 
talking to you about the great U.S. state of Connecticut. 

Closing (closing music) 

That’s the end of another great episode of the Professor Slots podcast. Thanks so much 
for listening! 

Show notes for this episode are on my website at professorslots.com/episode120. 

I plan to have the next episode come out very soon for you, where I’ll have more 
amazing content for the show.  

Until the next episode: Have fun, be safe, and make good choices! Bye! 


